Abstract. The time-dependent Schrödinger equation is discretized in space by a sparse grid pseudo-spectral method. The Strang splitting for the resulting evolutionary problem features first or second order convergence in time, depending on the smoothness of the potential and of the initial data. In contrast to the full grid case, where the frequency domain is the working place, the proof of the sufficient conditions for the convergence is done in the space realm.
1. Introduction. Problems in high dimensional spaces represent one of the big challenges nowadays. The standard method of solving the Schrödinger equation uses a representation of the Hamiltonian and of the wave-functions in appropriate product bases [8] . It is sobering that the required computational resources grow exponentially with the number of particles. Sparse grids are an attempt to lessen this curse of dimensionality. Sometimes called "hyperbolic cross approximation", they gained increasing attention since their introduction not only for the efficient approximations of smooth functions [4, 10, 11, 32, 34, 36] but also for the solution of partial differential equations [6, 7, 45] . The recent survey paper on sparse grids [7] contains detailed references. The crucial idea of the sparse grid schemes is to drop certain insignificant contributions of the hierarchical representations of functions. Provided that the solutions are smooth, a tremendously reduced number of unknowns yields almost the same asymptotic rates of approximation as for standard grids.
Spectral methods are well suited for solving PDEs to high accuracy on simple domains and for smooth data. The extension of the sparse grid techniques to the spectral methods comes about by means of Fourier polynomials with harmonics from the hyperbolic cross [23] . Based on the Fourier transform on sparse grids [4, 20] many common pseudo-spectral methods (such as those based on Chebyshev and Legendre polynomials) arise on sparse grids in the same way as Fourier methods [29, 35] . Applied to various elliptic, parabolic and hyperbolic problems, the sparse grid collocation method evidenced a trade of efficiency for robustness [23] . The order of convergence depends on the smoothness of the solution as well as on the initial and boundary conditions.
Problems from quantum mechanics were early a target of the sparse grids methods [21] . The combination technique on sparse grids [18, 28, 30] is used for the sixdimensional eigenvalue problem resulting from the Born-Oppenheimer approximation of the helium atom in [14] . Limitations of this approach are the impossibility to compute eigenvalues from the higher end of the spectrum and the lack of adaptivity. Recently, cutting-edge work on the electronic Schrödinger equation showed surprising smoothness properties of their solutions [41] [42] [43] , a fact that can help to break the complexity barriers using antisymmetrized sparse grid functions [17, 44] .
The time-dependent setting of the quantum molecular problems is different, since we are faced with an initial value problem. In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the original problem is splitted in an electronic part and in a nuclear part. The last involve only the nuclei evolving in a smooth potential [19, 37] . Here, we tackle the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) as appears in quantum molecular dynamics for nuclei [40] i ∂u ∂t = −∆u + V u for x ∈ Ω and t > 0 u(x, 0) = g(x) for x ∈ Ω ,
where the smooth potential V : R d → R is 2π-periodic in each coordinate and the boundary conditions are periodic. In this setting, the pseudo-spectral method together with a Strang-splitting for the time-scheme are appropriate for the numerical solution [22] . However, the standard Fourier discretization of the space needs a full grid and hence confronts us with the curse of dimensionality. This limits the classical approach to dimensions d ≤ 3, see [3] . Theoretically, the trigonometric polynomials on sparse grids permit a space discretization in higher dimensional cases. The context of the collocation method allows to avoid the difficulties that the sparse grid schemes usually have in the presence of variable coefficients [1] . Let us note that we do not have at our disposal the symmetry conditions imposed by the Pauli principle, as we do not expect the nuclei of a molecule to be identical. Hence we are not able to really brake the curse of dimensionality, as done for the electronic Schrödinger equation [17, [41] [42] [43] [44] but only to lesses it at some extent. Here, we study the sparse grid spectral collocation in space combined with the Strang-splitting in time. First, we interpolate the initial data by Fourier polynomials on the sparse grid of a fixed resolution n. Then, we propagate the wave-function in time by means of a Strang-splitting scheme. This is a widely used numerical approach to the linear initial value problem
Also known as the symmetric operator splitting, the time iteration
determines recursively approximations u m to u(mτ ). The space discretization is reflected in the actual operators A and B. In [22] , the analysis of the Strang splitting in the presence of unbounded operators was performed in an abstract setting. The resulting sufficient conditions are in the form of commutator bounds. The challenge in the sparse grid context is to prove such commutator bounds that hold uniformly with respect to the resolution. This is the central result of the paper. We show global error bounds ensuring order one, or, for smoother data, order two convergence in time. We impose high regularity assumptions for the initial data and the potential and the simulations shows that they are necessary. In the adiabatic case, one can prove that, away from the gap, the potential is analytic [19, 37] . Applications of such smooth potentials may be found in [2, 26] and [31] , page 552.
We begin by resuming the trigonometric interpolation on sparse grids in the spirit of [20] . Then, we present several approximation estimates in Korobov spaces. Together with some direct and inverse inequalities these estimates play a central role in the convergence proofs. Next, we show that the interpolation error in the corresponding Korobov space transfers to the solution of the space-discretized problem, as expected in collocation pseudo-spectral methods [9] . But for the convergence of the time scheme, commutator bounds for the involved unbounded operators are needed [22] . In the full grid case the proof may be done in the frequency domain by arguments relying on the aliasing formula. Lacking of the corresponding tool for the Fourier coefficients of the sparse grid interpolator, we show that the commutator lemmas hold in the space domain. Here, the main ingredients are furnished by the decay of the space-residuals as established in the approximation estimates. In the last section, we resume the convergence results and the dependence on the smoothness of the potential and the initial data. We present numerical experiments in small dimensional cases. This makes possible a comparison to the full grid approach, because similar computations are then easy to perform. The focus is on the time convergence rates and on the influence of the smoothness of the initial data and of the potential. Algorithmic and convergence issues in the space discretization together with examples in higher dimensional cases are the matter of a separate paper [15] .
2. Trigonometric Interpolation on Sparse Grids. Spectral collocation methods work usually on tensor product grids [13, 38] . This is the prerequisite for a sparse grid approach as well, because it allows the reduction to the one-dimensional case. The mainstay of a sparse grid interpolation is a hierarchical multilevel representation of functions [7, 16] . We follow the approach of Hallatschek [20] for the design of the hierarchical trigonometrical basis.
We begin with the one-dimensional case discretizing the space domain [−π, π] by
where G ′ n is the discrete frequency domain
with the nodal Fourier coefficients given by
For the manipulation of the indicies it is useful to define the set
and the function
It is then easy to see that σ(
n corresponds to the new nodes when gradually refining the grid from G n to G n+1 . Let us change the order of summation according to σ:
where β nq is the re-indexed exponential function:
Note that the shape of β nq does not depend explicitly on the level n, but only on the index q. The meaning of n is to remember us the range where the index q is allowed to vary: {0, . . . , 2 n − 1}. The information gain when increasing the resolution n by one may be written then as
It interpolates at the new points σ(I n+1 ), whereas it is zero at the old grid points G n . Simple manipulations show that the coefficients of the second sum are zero:
This yields to the definition of the hierarchical trigonometrical basis functions
which have the property that they vanish at the grid points of level n − 1:
In contrast to β nq , the behavior of the hierarchical basis function is determined by q and n. We arrive at the hierarchical representation of the trigonometrical interpolator
where d lq :=c lq = c nσ(q) and χ 00 := β 00 . Recall the signification of c lk : they are the discrete Fourier coefficients when discretizing at the level l. The aliasing formula for c lσ(q) gives a representation for the hierarchical Fourier coefficients d lq :
where u is the (continuous) Fourier transform of u:
One can switch from the nodal to the hierarchical coefficients and backwards by simple recursive algorithms [20] . Now, we move to the higher dimensional case:
for the index, the full grid in space domain is
The full grid in frequency domain is the set of index vectors at level n:
The nodal trigonometric interpolation of a function u on the full grid G n reads
with the nodal Fourier coefficients
where |n| 1 := n 1 +. . .+n d . The tensor product allows us to perform the transformation to the hierarchical basis in each direction:
where |l| ∞ = max{l s , s = 1, . . . , d}, the basis functions are constructed by tensor product χ lq (x) := d s=1 χ lsqs (x s ), and
. Due to the aliasing formula, we have for the hierarchical Fourier coefficients
The classical sparse grid in space domain is
, where |l| 1 ≤ n, and q ∈ I l } , and in frequency domain is
, where |l| 1 ≤ n, and q ∈ I l } .
We display them in the figure 2.1 at the particular resolution n = 4 in two dimensions. The thought behind these definitions is that the hierarchical coefficients d lq furnish significant information only if |l| 1 ≤ n, as long as u is sufficiently smooth. In this case, it is enough to consider the trigonometric interpolation only on the sparse grid:
From this hierarchical representation one can switch to the nodal one
by recursively carrying out the inverse of the hierarchical transform [20] . Note that the obtained sparse grid Fourier coefficients a ω are not equal to the corresponding full grid Fourier coefficients c nk . For fixed d and large n, the number of function evaluations is
Accordingly, Hallatschek [20] showed that the complexity of the direct and reverse computation for fixed d and large n is
with some constant C, that is significantly cheaper than the work needed in the full grid approach, that requires Cdn2 nd operations. However, it would be misleading to think that the curse of dimensionality is broken, because we still have an exponential dependence on d. This is typical for the sparse grid approach, where the curse of dimensionality can be circumvented only to some extent by restricting the class of functions under consideration [7] .
3. Approximation estimates in Korobov Spaces. Let us focus on the required smoothness of u and the corresponding interpolation error. Sobolev spaces of functions defined on a hyper-cube and having dominant mixed derivative represent a common place of the sparse grid theory. Endowed with weights moderating the behavior of periodic functions with respect to successive variables, these so called Korobov spaces make the approximation problem tractable [27, 39] . They reflect the blessing of dimensionality [7, 12] . Here, we stick to the Korobov space K α consisting of complex-valued L 2 -functions defined on Ω that are periodic in each variable with period 2π and that have finite · α -norm:
where k = 1, if k = 0, and k = k, otherwise. An equivalent norm results if we set k = √ 1 + k 2 . This is useful in the proof of some inequalities involving Korobov spaces of different exponent α:
Lemma 3.1 (Direct inequalities). Provided that u is in K α+2 or, respectively, in K α+2ζ with ζ > 0, it holds:
Proof. In order to familiarize the reader with the Fourier techniques used in the paper, let us prove the direct inequalities explicitly. The involved norms are:
and hence the proof reduces to the trivial inequalities
Lemma 3.2 (Inverse inequality). Take r > 0 and ζ > dr/2. If u is sufficiently smooth, then
Proof. Writing down the expressions of these norms with k = √ 1 + k 2 , we see that we have to find some exponent ζ and a constant C such that
2ζ . Using the mean inequality
it is easy to see that each exponent ζ > dr/2 gives the result.
In the following, we just omit , the meaning being clear from context. The scalar product
, it is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space and an algebra [27] :
Working along the lines of the proof from [27] that K α is an algebra, one can show that, for appropriately smooth u and v, it holds for α > 1/2:
The direct inequalities (lemma 3.1) give then upper bounds only in terms of different K α -norms:
Lemma 3.3. If u and v are sufficiently smooth, we have:
Remark in the definitions (3.1) and (3.3) the factor 2 in front of α, added for cosmetic reasons that will become clear in the next lines. Keep in mind that the case α = 0 embodies the L 2 -space. Let the sparse grid interpolation operator (2.4) act on K α . The representation of the hierarchical Fourier coefficients in d dimensions (2.3) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality give for u in K α :
We focus on the last sum. Remember that the range of k = σ(q) depends on the level l: for l s ≥ 2, we have 2 ls−2 ≤ |k s | ≤ 2 ls−1 . Thereby, the one dimensional sum may be bounded for α > 1 2 by 1 +
, which is true even for l s = 1 or l s = 0.
Hence
This brings us to the estimation of the hierarchical Fourier coefficients of a function u belonging to the Korobov space K α with α > 1 2 :
The usual way for the derivation of the interpolation error on sparse grids passes across the hierarchical surpluses
H l , and
for suitable norm · . For instance, in the L 2 -norm, the hierarchical contributions are estimated by means of the previously obtained bounds for the hierarchical Fourier coefficients:
This yields the following bound for the L 2 -norm of the interpolation error:
with the constant (with respect to n):
The method to find a bound for the interpolation error may be also applied in the case of the K β -norm:
As the involving constants C are all of the same kind, we write often just C and keep in mind their exponential dependence on d.
Proposition 3.4. If u ∈ K α+1+γ with γ > 0, then there is a constant C = C(d, α, α + 1 + γ) such that
The lack of an aliasing formula in the sparse grid case reflects in the condition of more smoothness of the function to interpolate u. The same reason inflicts us to make use of the next three propositions regarding the decay of the error I n u − u under the action of the operators ∆, ∆ 2 , and (I − ∆) ζ . They are necessary in the derivation of the commutator bounds in the fifth section.
We begin by the case of ∆. A short calculation shows that χ
This helps to compute the bound of the hierarchical contributions
that add together giving as previously
The last sum is a particular case of the expression
By backward induction on the rank r with 1 ≤ r ≤ d, it can be shown as in [16] 
Similar but long manipulations show
More care is needed in the treatment of (I − ∆) ζ . As we cannot compute explicitly the local contributions (I − ∆) ζ χ lq β , we have to use an upper bound
Proposition 3.7. For ζ ≥ 0 and γ > 0 given, there is a constant C = C(d, α, γ, ζ) such that for all u ∈ K α+1+2ζ+γ it holds
Let us remark that the Korobov spaces and usual Sobolev spaces are connected by the trivial embeddings
and the operator (I −∆) ζ is a lift operator (bijection) between H α and H α+ζ , see [33] . Hence, the approximation estimates of this section are not surprising. Putting them this way, the upper estimates for ∆ 2 reduce to upper estimates for (I − ∆). Moreover, let us note that the error estimates for the interpolation operator I n are closely related with the d-blended Boolean approximation techniques [4, 10, 11, 32, 34] .
Discretization of the Time-Dependent Schrödinger Equation.
We put to use the previously described interpolation operator for the discretization of the time dependent Schrödinger equation (1.1). Following the lines of [22] , we perform first the space discretization by the pseudo-spectral method. Here, we look for a trigonometric polynomial on the sparse grid:
such that (1.1) is satisfied at the sparse grid points x ∈ S n :
We regard the operator I n as the composition of the restriction R n of the functions in K α to the sparse grid points and the operator Q n that constructs the sparse grid interpolation u n ∈ V n :
−→ V n , and I n = Q n R n . The space discretized problem is then: find u n ∈ V n such that i ∂u n ∂t = −∆u n + Q n diag(R n V )R n u n for x ∈ Ω and t > 0
The potential V acts here via the operator B n :
By the Fourier transform and the variation of constants formula, smooth initial condition g and potential V induce a smooth solution u. The restrictions that we actually set on V result from the sufficient conditions for the convergence of the time scheme below and will be revealed in the next section. Denote V n := diag[(V (x)) x∈Sn ] and F n the discrete Fourier transform on the sparse grid S n . Setting u n := (a ω ) ω∈S ′ n the vector of Fourier coefficients, the equation (4.1) is equivalent to
where
, with the l 2 -norm |k|
n , and g = F n g.
We show now that the interpolation error for u ∈ K α transfers to the error of the space-discretized problem, as usual in collocation pseudo-spectral methods [9] . Denoting the error e n = u n − I n u and the defect d n = ∆(I n u) − I n (∆u) we get the equation in space domain i ∂e n ∂t = −∆e n + I n (V e n ) + d n for in Ω and t > 0 and in frequency domain
We focus on e n α , the L 2 -convergence arising for α = 0. The counterpart in the frequency domain of the K α -norm is the discrete norm u α = u α , arising from the scalar product u, v α = u, v α . In contrast to the full grid case, F n is not orthogonal, so W n is not symmetric, such that the standard arguments used in the full grid or in the Galerkin approach are not applicable. We have
A work around involves the condition number of the Fourier transform on the sparse grid c = F n α F −1 n α , the upper bound B of the potential and the Gronwall lemma:
The initial error for g ∈ K α is given by Proposition 3.4
Concerning the defect, Proposition 3.5 intervenes as
Let the potential V and the initial condition g be so smooth that the solution u of the continuous Schrödinger equation (1.1) is in K α+3+γ . Then the solution u n of the space discretized problem (4.1) converges to u:
Note that the pessimistic factor e Bct is not reflected in our numerical simulations. For the time discretization of the obtained system we carry out the Strang splitting. Over a time-step τ , the differential system is solved approximately by computing recursively u
where the action of e
n is inexpensive to compute. This leads to the algorithm for the solution u m n that is discrete both in time and space. Note that, in contrast to the full grid case, F n is not unitary, hence we do not expect the conservation of the L 2 -norm. However, we have seen that the pseudo-spectral method on sparse grids furnishes a good approximation, hence the computed L 2 -norm is nearly 1 and re-norming is harmless.
For the convergence analysis of the time scheme, we need commutator lemmas [22] . While complicated, one can carry out the proof in the full grid case using the last formulation on the frequency domain (4.3). This method fails in the sparse grid case, since we do not have an aliasing formula for the Fourier coefficients a ω . Moreover, the hierarchical trigonometric basis functions χ lq are not orthogonal and hence, the representation (2.3) of the hierarchical Fourier coefficients is not useful here. We are therefore constrained to study the convergence of the Strang splitting in the space domain:
This is the subject of the next sections.
5. Commutator Bounds. The local error of the Strang splitting is analyzed in an abstract setting in [22] , where sufficient conditions in the presence of unbounded operators are derived, together with an application to the one-dimensional Schrödinger equation. Written in our context of the sparse grid discretization (4.1), the main ingredient for proving the first order convergence of the time scheme is the following commutator lemma. Remember from the equality (4.2) the action of the discrete potential B n u n = Q n diag(R n V )R n u n = I n (V u n ). Denote A = I − ∆ and the commutator [A, B n ] = AB n − B n A = [−∆, B n ]. Fix α ≥ 0 and γ > 0.
Lemma 5.1. For a smooth potential V ∈ K α+3+γ , the commutator bound
holds with the constants C(d, α) and
Denoting v := V u n ∈ K α and w := V ∆u n ∈ K α , the focus moves on ∆I n v α and I n w α . The bound of the interpolation error from Proposition 3.4 gives for γ > 0:
For a sufficiently large n ≥ n 0 (d, α, γ) we obtain by the algebra property of the Korobov space (3.4)
Analogously, using Proposition 3.5 and inequality (3.5), we get
The first part of Lemma 3.1 and the monotony in α of the Korobov norm yield
It is the moment of the inverse inequality (3.2) to come into play providing an expo-
Let us move now to the question of second order convergence of the time scheme. We split the corresponding sufficient condition in the following two lemmas. Lemma 5.2. For a smooth potential V ∈ K α+5+γ , the commutator bound
) independent of the level n and
and therefore, by (4.2), the right hand side is bounded by
As in the proof of the previous lemma for I n w, we have
and hence, by the fist part of Lemma 3.1,
Proposition 3.5 and inequality (3.5), together with the first part of Lemma 3.1 give an upper bound for the middle term
Concerning the first term, we need Proposition 3.6, inequality (3.6) and twice the first part of Lemma 3.1 in order to obtain
All together, an upper bound for the left hand side is given by u n α+5+γ . As in the previous proof, the inverse inequality (3.2) shows that ξ should be chosen greater
. Note that we employed only K α+4+γ smoothness of V , but more regularity of the potential (and the initial data) is required in order to have a solution u n ∈ K α+5+γ . Lemma 5.3. Given ζ ≥ 0 and the potential V ∈ K α+1+2ζ+γ , there is an exponent ξ ≥ ζ such that the commutator bound
holds with the constant C independent of the level n and u n ∈ K α+1+2ζ+γ . Proof. With v = V u n and w = V A ζ u n , we have
The convergence result from Proposition 3.4 for w produces a majoration of the last term
that is, by the second part of Lemma 3.1,
We employ Proposition 3.7 and inequality (3.7) for the first term:
Consequently, an upper bound of the left hand side [(−A) ζ , B n ]u n α is u n β , with β = α + 1 + 2ζ + γ. The inverse inequality (3.2) leads then to the choice ξ ≥ dζ + d(
6. Convergence results. The previous lemmas gather into the convergence result, that is ensured by Theorem 2.1 and the immediately following remark from [22] . Let us quote it in full. Let A be the generator of a strongly continuous semi-group e tA on a Banach space X and B a bounded linear operator on X. 
It remains only to find a majoration of A ζ u n (t) α in terms of the initial data g and the potential V . In the continuous case, the formula of variation of constants together with the Gronwall lemma and inequality (3.7) yield
and
The triangle inequality
reduces the question to the evaluation of the error e n = u n − u in the norm induced by the operator A ζ on K α :
e n ζ,α := A ζ e n α .
Analog to the method in the proof of Proposition 4.1, we have
The initial error is provided by the proposition 3.7:
We endeavor now to bound the defect d n :
The last term is known from Proposition 3.7:
Remember that A = I − ∆, so the triangle inequality gives for the first term
and again Proposition 3.7 yields
We obtain the upper bound for the defect
with another constant C. Thereupon, the error is bounded by
The last inequality, together with (6.3), (6.2) for K α+3+2ζ+γ and (6.1) produces a bound for A ζ u n (t) α only in terms of the initial data g and the potential V . Remark that the necessary smoothness increases with the dimension d, because of the conditions set on ζ and ξ in the commutator bounds lemmas.
We turn now our attention on simulation results. The concrete implementation issues and the approximation properties are investigated numerically in [15] . Consider now the Schrödiger equation with the small parameter ǫ = 0.1 or ǫ = 0.01:
We are concerned here by the time-convergence rate for different smoothness conditions. We consider a smooth potential, the harmonic potential and a hat-function potential:
The initial value is either the Gaussian
The 4 with ǫ = 0.5, the smoothness assumption does not hold on the boundary; this reflects in a slight deterioration of the convergence rate as showed in Figure  6 .7. The improvement in the smoothness of the potential directly influences the numerical solution. The smoothness are inherent to this approach. In the same time, the accuracy is affected by the greater aliasing effect of the higher dimensions or of smaller parameter ǫ. This is not surprising, since fixed domain truncation methods does not work well in a multi-scaling context (see [5] , chapter 17) and the sparse grids can not cure this difficulty. For high resolutions of the space discretization we observed numerically the conservation of the L 2 -norm for long times T . This is expected, if the convergence assumptions are fulfilled. Remarkable is that the energy norm < u n , (V − 1 2 ǫ∆)u n > is almost conserved along the time iteration, too [15] . In the full grid case, the proof of the conservation properties resides on the orthogonality of the Fourier transform operator [22] , a fact that lacks here. The exponential dependence on the dimension of the constants together with the need of a small parameter ǫ for relevant applications hamper us to use this technique to high dimensional problems. We may report simulations with norm conservation till dimension 5 and level 16. 7. Conclusion. Joined to the Strang splitting, the sparse grid discretization of the time dependent Schrödinger equation makes possible a good numerical solution in spaces of dimension up to 5. We proved first and second order convergence (in time) results under suitable smoothness assumptions. The method displays the typical efficiency of the approximations based on sparse grids. This paves the way for applications in computational chemistry such as the conical crossings [24, 25] . A separate paper [15] addresses the concrete algorithmic details and more elaborated simulation results in higher dimensional spaces.
